
Chapter 1

Introduction

A hurricane is an extremely violent whirling and spiraling tropical
cyclone, shaped somewhat like a funnel, that frequently originates in
tropical regions of the North Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, Gulf of
Mexico and eastern North Pacific Ocean. The tenn cyclone, used by
weathermen and meteorologists, refers to an area of low pressure in
which winds move around the pressure center and are usually
attended by foul weather and strong wind speeds. A tropical cyclone
is a nonfrontal, warm-core, low pressure synoptic scale storm that
develops over tropical or subtropical waters and has a definite orga-
nized circulation.

Tropical Cyclones are called typhoons in the western North Pa-
cific Ocean, hurricanes in the eastern north Pacific, baguios in the
South China Sea, cyclones in the Indian Ocean, and willy-willies in
Australia.

The size of a typical hurricane can vary considerably depending
on the extent of the tropical storm's wind fields and rain fields. In a
relatively large hurricane, such as the Florida hurricane of September
1947, hurricane force winds can extend 100 miles from the center
 i.e. a distance from Palm Beach to Melbourne!. However, in Au-
gust 1992 Hurricane Andrew, the most destructive hurricane ever to
strike Florida, or the U.S. mainland for that matter, had maximum
winds with a radius of only about 12.5 miles. Thus hurricanes vary
considerably in their size.

To be classified officially as a hurricane, wind speed in a tropical
cyclone must be 74 miles per hour or greater. The direction of
rotation of wind in a hurricane is counterclockwise in the northern

hemisphere, and clockwise in the southern hemisphere. The average
hurricane's center, referred to as the eye, is about 14 miles in diam-
eter. The eye is surrounded by hurricane force winds, and is known
as the wall cloud, or eye wall. Outside the wall cloud, or area of
maximum winds, winds decrease fairly rapidly to tropical storm or
gale force.

Within the hurricane, barometric pressure is 1-3 inches of mer-
cury below the standard atmospheric pressure at sea level which is
29.92 inches of mercury.

The North Atlantic hurricane season occurs during the months of



June through November, with September generally having the largest
number. The total number of hurricanes or tropical storms show
great variation from year to year. In fact, certain past multi-decade
periods ha4 signifgaady gr ter numbers of hurricanes than others.
This is su.yted by'@g t study of William M. Gray in 1990
who repo that the +od om the late 1940s through the late
1960s had a uch lar~pu er of hurricanes  i.e. a strong cycle!
than during 197Gs md 1 Os, except for 1988 and 1989  i.e. a
weak cycleT,

Quoting a passage from Gray's 1990 article entitled Strong Asso-
ciation Between West African.Rainfall and U.S, Landfill of Intense
Httrri canel't':,",',.'-.-':==~~.'='.-'-,'~.:"" its<,

Seaional and rmkti-deeadal variations of intense hurricane
activity are closely i&ed to seasonal and multi-decadal variations of
summa~ amounts inde Western Sahel region of West Africa.

In /~2, tIte aural frequency of intense Atlantic hurricanes
was appreciably greater f'rog 1947 to 1969, when plentiful amounts
of rainfall occurred in est Africa, than during the years between

A
1970 to 1987, when drought conditions prevailed.

The average forward movement of a hurricane approaching the
Florida coastline is about 6-15 miles per hour. The direction of
hurricane movement relative to the coastline has a large bearing on
added destructive forces, with the perpendicular landfall of a hurri-
cane being the most dangerottk situation. This is because the wind
field in a hurricane is typically asymmetric with the strongest wind
generally within the right-front quadrant of the storm as viewed from
the direction of movement and with the forward speed added to the
wind speed. The right-front quadrant is the side of the wind field
which produces the strongest storm surge, which, in most cases, is
the most destructive part of the hurricane.

A storm surge, also called a hurricane surge, is the abnormal rise
in sea level accompanying a hurricane or any other intense storm.
The height of the storm surge is the difference between the observed
level of the sea surface and the level in the absence of the storm.
The storm surge is estiinated by subtracting the normal or astronomi-
cal tide from the observed or estimated storm tide. Surge heights



vary considerably and result frotn a combination of direct winds and
atmospheric pressure. Water transport by waves and swells, rainfall,
and shoreline configuration, bottom topography, and tide heights at
the tiine the storm or hurricane hits the coast are also factors. As an
example of an extreme storm surge, Hufitcg ttonna wtudst struck
the Florida Keys in 1960, caused a surge of «6' estimated i2 to 14
feet, which is very significant considering the Iact that there are few
structures and little terrain that high in the Keys. A more cata-
strophic surge was the 24.4 foot surge wnhic~&ulted fromm'Hurricane
Camille which struck the Mississippi coastline m 1969. The poten-
tially devastating effects of the storm surge are further illustrated if
one considers that a cubic yard of seawater ttIeighs ne'arIy 4ree-
fourths of a ton which pretty well guarantees Zestructiott +anything

gIri.'in its path.
The storm surge has a tendency to dissipate the f~ Pand it

goes, particularly if the land rises in elevation. ' ow3W", winds and
some degree of flooding are still reinainmg prob~kWigk winds,
the storm surge, battering waves, and high tide make a hurricane a
potentially deadly killer with accompanying devastation and huge
losses to property. In addition, tornadoes can be spawned by
hurricanes, adding to the overall threat.

Torrential rainfall, which can also occur in a hurricane, adds to
life-threatening and major dainaging effects of a hurricane by causing
floods and flash floods. For example, the aftermath of Hurricane
Agnes, which was a relatively weak Florida hurricane, but well
known as one of the costliest hurricanes in the rnid-Atlantic states,
resulted in severe inland flooding from torrential rainfall from its
merging with another weather system in mountainous areas. In this
case the hurricane surge had little part in the destruction that re-
sulted.

High winds alone can lead to a barrage of flying debris, including
tree limbs and branches, signs and sign posts, roofing  including
entire roofs in major storms!, and metal siding, all of which can
move through the air like missiles.

Except when crossing completely fiat, wet areas, such as extreme
south Florida, hurricanes usually weaken rapidly as they move in-
land. However, the remnants of a hurricane can bring 6 to 12 inches
of rain or more to an area as the storm passes. Should a weakened
hurricane on land return to the sea, it can regain strength.




